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Nett Sled

DESIGN TON HASS

CRASSEVIG, ITALY

Comfortable and light, Nett is chair with a strong identity thanks to the perforated

geometric design. The result of a deep exploration of new technologies, Nett’s form and

structure blend in a playful and sophisticated manner. Constructed in fibreglass

reinforced nylon and characterised by web like perforations with a three dimensional

effect, Nett is ideal for both heavy commercial contract and residential use.

Available in 6 colours with powdercoat frames the Nett collection includes a stacking

chair and stool: available in both counter and bar stool and a folding table. Light and

resistant, Nett is also suitable for outdoor use as its design prevents the collection of

rainwater. A removable seat cushion suitable for both indoor or outdoor use, is also

available.

PRICING

$440 — $440 Trade pricing ex GST

Min = entry level, max = premium finishes

Contact us for volume pricing

LEADTIME

12–14 Weeks

WARRANTY

3 Year Structural

CERTIFICATION

CATAS Certification

FSC Certification

ISO 9001:2008

ISO 14.001:2004

Product Stewardship Programme

https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/crassevig/
https://ownworld.com.au/brands/crassevig
mailto:sales@ownworld.com.au?subject=Volume%20Pricing
https://ownworld.com.au
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DIMENSIONS

NETT R/SB

W 500 D 530 H 810 | SH 460 (mm)

MATERIALS

Shell: Constructed from coloured polymer, with moulded metal inserts, to selected house colour

Upholstered Seat Pad: Fire retardant foam, seat only or fully upholstered in house fabric/leather or COM/COL

Base: High resilient 14mmDIA steel, to selected finish

Glides: Standard plastic glides or felt glides for timber floors

COLLECTION

Nett

STOOL

CRASSEVIG

Nett 4-Leg

STACKING CHAIR

CRASSEVIG

Nett Sled

STACKING CHAIR

CRASSEVIG

Nett

FOLDING TABLE

CRASSEVIG

https://ownworld.com.au/products/crassevig/crassevig-nett-stacking-stool
https://ownworld.com.au/products/crassevig/crassevig-nett-stacking-stool
https://ownworld.com.au/product-category/seating/stool/
https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/crassevig/
https://ownworld.com.au/products/crassevig/crassevig-nett-4-leg-stacking-chair
https://ownworld.com.au/products/crassevig/crassevig-nett-4-leg-stacking-chair
https://ownworld.com.au/product-category/seating/stacking-chair/
https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/crassevig/
https://ownworld.com.au/products/crassevig/crassevig-nett-sled-stacking-chair
https://ownworld.com.au/products/crassevig/crassevig-nett-sled-stacking-chair
https://ownworld.com.au/product-category/seating/stacking-chair/
https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/crassevig/
https://ownworld.com.au/products/crassevig/crassevig-nett-table-folding-table
https://ownworld.com.au/products/crassevig/crassevig-nett-table-folding-table
https://ownworld.com.au/product-category/tables/folding-table-tables/
https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/crassevig/
https://ownworld.com.au

